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I. Whine
II. Save my husband
III. Crank her Monday

I. WHINE
Instructions common to singer and flutist
INTONATION EVENTS: Both parts (flute and voice) consist of 25 boxes containing “intonation events” to be
played according to the directions given below. Not all boxes need to be played in any given performance.
WINE GLASS: In addition, the singer plays a wine glass half filled with water that should be set up on a small
table or sturdy music stand. The piece begins with a soft, continuous wine glass sound produced by the singer
(slide wet finger circularly around the edge of glass). This sound will continue without interruption throughout
this piece. Singer and flutist start playing after allowing sufficient time for the wine glass tone to establish itself.
Wine glass should be tuned to the same reference pitch to be used for the “intonation events” (see below).
REFERENCE PITCH: This piece is based on a single pitch and small deviations around it. Each intonation
event should always depart from this same reference pitch (agreed in advance by singer and flutist, and kept
consistent throughout). The reference pitch should be – approximately – between a perfect fifth and a perfect
octave above the comfortable speaking range of the singer. The wine glass should be tuned to this pitch as well.
DURATION OF AN EVENT: The events inside boxes end as soon as their glissando end point is reached. Eight
notes indicate a relatively shorter event (eight notes in different boxes are not necessarily identical in duration).
Quarter notes indicate a relatively longer event (quarter notes in different boxes are not necessarily identical in
duration).
STARTING PITCH: Intonation events start at the reference pitch, unless the note is preceded by an arrow:
- An arrow pointing up before a note: starting pitch slightly higher than wine glass pitch (max. deviation = 1 st).
- Arrow pointing down before a note: starting pitch slightly lower than wine glass pitch (max.deviation = 1 st).
GLISSANDO: Immediately after intoning the starting pitch, there is usually a glissando up or down. The
approximate amount of pitch deviation for this glissando is indicated by the accidental at the end of the
glissando curve:
- a quarter-sharp indicates a glissando end point at about a quarter tone above the starting pitch;
- a quarter-flat indicates a glissando end point at about a quarter tone below the starting pitch;
- a sharp indicates a glissando end point at about one semitone above the starting pitch;
- a flat indicates a glissando end pont at about one semitone below the starting pitch;
- a double sharp indicates a glissando end point at about two semitones above the starting pitch;
- a double flat indicates a glissando end point at about two semitones below the starting pitch.
A straight line with no accidental at the end indicates no glissando.

Please read further instructions specific to each player on next page.

I. WHINE
Specific instructions for the singer
VOWEL: All events should be intoned with the nasal sound "-ing" (without pronouncing the "g"), such as the
last sound in "going," "knowing," etc. Small variations of this phoneme are OK.
MOVING FROM ONE BOX TO ANOTHER: The first box to be intoned is the top left one. After finishing the
intonation event inside a box, choose which one of the adjacent boxes will be performed next. You may choose
to go in any direction available: up or down, left or right, always following connecting lines. Numbers between
boxes indicate how many seconds of silence should be observed before intoning the next event. No matter what
path you choose, the overall trajectory (goal) is to reach the bottom right box. Not all 25 boxes need to be used
in any given performance of this piece. After reaching the bottom right box, you may continue for three or four
more boxes in other directions, then stop. The piece ends in the same way it began, i.e., with the continuous
wine glass tone.
COORDINATION WITH THE FLUTE:
Please do *not* try to coordinate timing of events with the flute player; simply follow your chosen path as an
independent voice. The flute player has specific instructions on how to respond to what you are doing. Also, do
not make exaggerated gestures to "announce" your upcoming event to the flutist. The flute player should rely
primarily on listening in order to react to the your part.
Specific instructions for the flutist
TIMING CUES: The voice is the leader. You will determine when to play based on listening for events from the
singer. The words AFTER, TOGETHER, and BEFORE appear as timing cues for each box. General rules are as
follows:
AFTER: play event inside the box soon after you hear an intonation event from the singer.
TOGETHER: play event inside the box immediately when you hear an intonation event from the singer
("together" is naturally relative, but try to play as soon as you hear the singer).
BEFORE: try to predict when the next intonation event from the singer will come, and play your event a bit
before that (make your best guess), so that – ideally – the start of the singer's event will overlap with the end of
your BEFORE box. Even though you should try your best in this guessing game, inaccurate predictions may
happen. In any case, at the moment you decide to play a BEFORE box, play it with conviction, even if a long
silence follows it. Do not unusually extend the duration of a BEFORE box hoping to still catch the next
entrance by the singer (that would be cheating!). You should primarily rely on aural cues in order to react to the
singer. Do not look for gestures from the singer "announcing" her upcoming events.
MOVING FROM ONE BOX TO ANOTHER: Start with top left box on the page, which which has the AFTER
timing cue. Upon hearing the first intonation event from the singer, play first box soon after that (ideally your
sound will overlap with the singer's voice). After finishing an event inside a box, choose which one of the
adjacent boxes will be performed next. You may choose to go in any vertical or horizontal direction available
(up or down, left or right, but not diagonal). Once the next box is chosen, identify its corresponding timing cue
(AFTER, TOGETHER, or BEFORE), and be ready to respond accordingly
WHEN TO STOP: The singer will eventually stop intoning new events. You should stop at that time as well.
The piece ends in the same way it began, i.e., with the continuous wine glass tone.
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II. Save my husband
Instructions for the singer
Your part for this piece consists of a two-page text with redacted (“censored”) passages. These pages are to be
performed according to the following instructions. In addition, you will be playing an orchestral whip in some
passages, as explained later on.
GENERAL READING SPEED: Always fast, but not necessarily “as fast as possible.” There are no rests. All
text is to be spoken, not sung.
INTONATION RANGE: You are free to choose the specific shapes of intonation contours, but the overall range
of such contours should progress from wide to narrow across the two pages of text.
- The beginning of the text should be spoken using a wider pitch range: bigger leaps, generous glissandi,
exaggerated intonation contours beyond what might be considered “normal” intonation in regular speech;
- As you advance through the text, the exaggerated intonation should be gradually attenuated. This progressive
narrowing of intonation should be planned out so that, towards the end of the text, you will be using a very
limited pitch range: smaller leaps, narrow glissandi, possibly with several syllables hovering around one same
approximate pitch (“quasi-monotonic”);
- Finally, the last two lines of the text should be essentially monotonic, i.e., they should be recited on one same
pitch (very minor deviations, smaller than a semitone, may still be used).
This progression from wide to narrow does not have to be linear: short monotonic or narrow-intonation
passages may occur in the predominantly wide-intonation context of the beginning of the text; similary,
relatively wider intonation contours may occur for a short period of time in the predominantly narrowintonation context towards the end of the text.
REDACTED PASSAGES: The black blocks of “censored” text are to be performed as noisy interruptions of the
flow of rapid speech. The singer should perform these blocks with a continuous ʃ sound (but not ʒ), with or
without an initial consonant: sh, psh, tsh, ksh, etc. Duration of these events is proportional to the size of the
redacted passage. Dynamics and general character should follow overall progression of the text (more on
dynamics below).
DYNAMICS: The changes in font size represent the overall progression of dynamics (smaller font size = softer;
bigger font size = louder). You should start reading the text in pianissimo, then gradually crescendo until
reaching a fortissimo at the longest redacted passage (right after the words “they shhhhusband!” in the second
half of the third page). Immediately after this (from “Save my doesn't” onwards) there is a gradual decrescendo
to finish the text at a mezzo piano.
ORCHESTRAL WHIP: The orchestral whip is played in conjunction with the redacted passages explained
above. The singer should play at least one note with the orchestral whip for each redacted block. This note may
occur at the beginning, end, or anytime during the continuous vocal noise. Some redacted passages may be
accompanied by more than one orchestral whip attack. Dynamics should follow overall progression of the text.

II. Save my husband
Instructions for the flutist
This section is played on the piccolo.
BEGINNING AND END OF THIS SECTION:
You should start and end the piece together with the singer. The section between repeat barlines (mm. 11-23)
should be repeated as needed until the singer reaches the end of the text. You should stop playing as soon as the
singer stops, i.e., your sequence of notes may be interrupted at anytime in order to end together with the singer.
“ERASING” NOTES:
After initial rehearsals, you should be able to know approximately how many repetitions will be necessary in
order to end together with the singer. Once this is known, map out a gradual process of “erasing” notes from the
melody by playing an increasing number of them as air tones. This process may start anytime after measure 11
(the 14/4 time signature), and it should continue through subsequent repeats of this passage. Every one or two
bars, one more note becomes an air tone. By the time the singer is close to the end of her text, you should be
approaching fourteen air tones per measure (in other words, there will be almost no regular tones left at the
end).
Example:
m. 11 = no air tones yet
m. 12 = 1 of the notes becomes an air tone
m. 13 = 2 of the notes become air tones
m. 14 = 2 or 3 of the notes become air tones
m. 15 = 3 of the notes become air tones
m. 16 = 4 of the notes become air tones
[... etc]
This “erasing” process should be spaced evenly over time, starting after the first occurrence of m. 11 and ending
at the moment the piece reaches the end.
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Instructions on playing small objects:
Throughout this piece you are asked to produce soft and varied noises using with a
personal selection of small objects. Preferably, these objects should not be too resonant.
Here are some suggestions:
- Metal bowl filled with coins, beans, and/or other granular material (play with one hand)
- 2 small music boxes (with manual crank); play them occasionally, two or three notes
at a time; do not allow music to become too recognizable;
- Castanets;
- Aluminum foil;
- Small chain;
- Small wood chimes;
- Empty tea cup with a tea spoon;
III. Crank Her Monday - voice part, page 2

alto ﬂute part
[On this piece, singer occasionally makes soft noises
with a collection of small objects. On sections
B and F you are asked to interrupt her noise interludes by
suddently starting to play. Allow at least 10 seconds
of noise to take place before you interrupt her.]

